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Abstract
One of the very important regions of a fusion plasma device is the edge- where
a lot of physical phenomena are taking place, affecting the overall performance
of the device. Impurity mixing in the plasma due to sputtering and runaways,
plasma loss at the scrape off layer etc are some examples. To charecterize the
edge, it is important to study the temperature profiles of the egde. Passive
spectroscopy, Charge Exchange Recombination spectroscopy (CXRS), Retarding Field Analyser (RFA) etc are some of the diagnostics which are employed
but are yet to prove their efficiency in the literal plasma edge- the last close
flux surface (LCFS) and the Scrape Off Layer (SOL) owing to the fact the edge
plasma is very dirty. A new method to measure Ti was proposed by Tabarés
et al.[1] for peripheral regions of fusion devices. Instead of using only the line
intesities of radiation emitted by the beam atoms, it takes into account the
vital information hidden in the background emission as well. A ratio is taken
of the background to the line intensities, eventually leading to Ti . The method
is novel because it is independent of factors like quality of calibration of detecting system as well as usage of a lot of atomic data for reconstruction of Ti .
This work has been carried out to verify the method proposed. The method
promises possibility of detection of plasma rotation- another important phenomenon in the edge plasma physics. A primal analysis shows that it is possible
to measure the rotation velocity using the method. A supersonic He beam is
employed throughtout the duration of discharge and corresponding emission of
radiation due to excitation and ionization are recorded. A simple model leads
to Ti values, matching previous measurements with different diagnostics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Realization of the fact that fossil fuels are not for ever and unfortunate disatrous accidents involving fission power reactors has landed the world in a big
problem- possible energy crisis in near future (which seems only few decades
away). The human nature of seeking replacement to anything which is not so
useful anymore to us has led to exploration of alternative options for energy
production. Humans, being the most intelligent species amongst those discovered and studied so far, have come up with some ideas for possible replacement
of mainstream energy sources and fortunately,the awareness regarding climate
change and global warming has been improving, which has affected the research of replacements in a positive manner. We are knocking on the doors
of a future where every second person is concerned about the environment
and thus, the possible alternatives of fossil and fission energy sources which
have been considered involve utilization of natural resources e.g. Solar energy,
Wind energy, Tidal energy etc. These options are lucrative for their promise
of haulting the ongoing damage to the enviroment but so far we have not been
able to achieve an efficiency which allows us to harness the amount of energy
we need to run the world on a daily basis. The primary limiting factor is their
dependency on nature- because the sun is not present 24 hours, the wind is
also not always strong enough to turn the mills, tidal waves are dependent
on lunar cycle and the list goes on. The need of the hour is a continuous,eco
friendly and sustainable solution.
Another option which is being considered and pursued is still struggling
to find full throttle support of the world- Nuclear Fusion. What started as
a research for mass destruction (Manhattan project) quickly got converted to
research for constructive purposes (energy production). Unfortunately, there
have been incidents where a big proportion of population had to suffer (One
Mile Island and Chernobyl etc.), which with course of time, have led to a scary
image of anything associated with the word- NUCLEAR. Call it a calculated
risk or faith in the abilities of scientists, governments have invested in research
for nuclear fusion time and again (approximately past 60 years), leading us
closer to a viable and sustainable replacement of conventional energy sources.
5
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1.1

Nuclear Fusion

Several facts need to be thrown into the argument of why do we need fusion.Following is a list:
1. Independent of weather
2. Abundent fuel
3. Eco-friendly and yet, sustainable
4. Absence of other alternative(s) equivalent or better than fusion
When we say fusion is independent of the weather, we mean to point out
the fact that there is literally no dependency on the world climate for a fusion
reaction to occur. Once a plasma with favorable parameters is produced, all
one needs to do is to control the fueling of reactant(s) in order to achieve fusion
reaction. This brings us to a point where we need to throw some more light
on the reactions we want to use and what advantage do we have over other
reactions.
Fusion as opposed to fission,is a nuclear reaction where two parent nuclei
are fused to form a daughter nucleus. The process can be endothermic or
exothermic depending on the value of mass defect ∆m and the energy gain/loss,
termed as Q-value in scientific terminology can be obtained from the well
known Einstein’s theory of relativity equation E = ∆mc2 . As it has been a
constant part of history of planet earth, to create something is always much
more difficult than to destroy/break something and nature, maintains this
order even at the atomic scales. The favorable conditions for fission reaction
are far easier to achieve when compared to fusion. This also has a relation
with the binding energies of nuclei used and corresponding forces one has to
overcome to achieve either fission or fusion. For fusion, the equation moves
slightly more towards difficult side because of presence of a strong Coulomb
barrier. Even though the technology has made commendable advancement in
last century, we are still far away from building particle accelarators which can
accelerate particles to the high energies required to overcome the Coulomb
barrier for a duration of several hours. Hence, we are dependent on high
temperature, which can be achieved easily for accelerating particles in order
to be able achieve fusion. The reactants with most feasible Q value output for
fusion reaction are low Z elements. The higher the Z, the more the number
of nucleaons (protons and neutrons) in the nucleus and hence, much higher
Coulomb barrier. Fortunately, the isotopes of Hydrogen happen to fuse with
considerably high Q value and Hydrogen being the lowest Z element, make a
strong case to be used for fusion reaction.
Several other parameters also play a huge part in selection of a nuclear
reaction to be used for fusion energy production and one of the most crucial
parameter is the reaction cross-section. It is defined as probability of occurance of a reaction under given circumstances. Having already discussed the
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role of high temperature/particle energies to overcome Coulomb barrier, it is
obvious that the reaction cross-section will also exhibit dependence on these
parameters. The dependence, however, works in our favor as we see that the
reaction cross section for DT fusion reaction peaks around a few tens of keV
(1eV ∼ 11, 600K), which is achievable by heating the matter to reach plasma.

Figure 1.1: Reaction cross-section as a function of energy of reactants [2]. The
DT curve has the maximum value compared to other reactions which were also in
consideration. Also, the maxima for the DT crosssection curve occurs around 50-60
keV, which is easily achieved in the core of a TOKAMAK or STELLARATOR

High crossections at low temperatures do not make the DT reaction to be
the sole candidate. This advantage leads us further in establishing it to be
the preferred candidate for fusion reactors- by means of checking the Q value.
Following is a set of candidate reactions which can be used:
D + T −→ α + n + 17.6 MeV

(1.1)


 He3 + n + 3.27 MeV
D + D −→
 T + p + 4.03 MeV

(1.2)

D + He3 −→ α + p + 18.3 MeV

(1.3)

The D − He3 reaction looks the best at first sight since it has the maximum energy output and also, the production of proton and α particle plays
it in our hands due to the possibility of deflecting them to a dump in order
to reduce/almost nullify activation of the material surrounding the core of the
reactor. At this step, the abundance of fuel comes into the equation. Deuterium is abundunt on Earth in form of heavy water, but He3 is not. Also, the
crossection for the reaction is relatively low. Hence, we need to let go of this
option. From the remaining reactions, DD reactions are preferrable solely due

8
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to the fact that Tritium is much rarer in abundance than Deuterium, but low
Q values and high temperatures has led to scrapping of these reactions at least
for current research. These reactions, however, could be the future of fusion
reactors provided we obtain technology which can deal easily with production
of high tempreatures required. Hence, we are left with the DT reaction, which
is also not so easy to achieve due to the fact that Tritium is a heavy isotope
with a short half life of approximately 12.26 years- hence rare in abundance[3].
The issue of Tritium abundance can be solved numerous ways and thus, the
DT reaction has been pursued for the present fusion research.
The aforementioned process has led us in determining the fuel for our first
generations of nuclear fusion reactors (unless a new discovery provides better
option(s)). Equally important is the next step, where we make sure that the
reaction and hence, the whole process, is sustainable. To achieve a profitable
energy output, we need burning plasma, sustained by itself using the power
of α particles and producing more energy than the energy needed for heating
the plasma. At a research scale, we have only reached close to breakeven[4]
and that too, not consistently. To arrive at a burning plasma and to be able
to make it self-sustainable is the next challenge we face. Common sense tells
us that in order to burn anything, we need to ignite it first. So it is obvious
that the step preceeding the burning stage is the ignition. Lawson [site paper]
has provided us a criterion, which is rightfully named after him for the all
important contribution. The Lawson criterion, also known as the ignition
condition for the DT reaction is given as follows:
nT τE > 5 × 1021 m−3 keVs

(1.4)

where n is the particle density, T is the plasma temperature and τE is the
energy confinement time.
So far so good, we have figured out the possible fuel and some numbers we
need to keep in mind. Even though we have practically three parameters to
optimize, the task is not so straightforward. Rediculously high densities are
not an option because it requires a huge vaccum vessel with material designed
to withstand large heat energy and neutron fluxes. It is a serious matter of
concern because 80% of the total energy released (∼ 14.1 MeV) is carried by
neutrons, making the Plasma Facing Components (PFC) vulnurable to activation. In addition considerable exposure to large heatfluxes as well as high
temperatures also degrades material properties. Out of the two presently available options, confining plasma using magnetic field to make sure that the wall
is not damaged is the option we have roped in. The other possible way is inertial confinement, but magnetic confinement has shown more promise. We use
cryogenic temperatures and superconducting magnets to produce high magnetic fields to keep the plasma confined. Introduction of magnetic field has
brought about new challenges owing to the fact that plasma is nothing but an
extremely high temperature fluid of charged particles and basic laws of electrodynamics tell us that charged particles interact with electromagnetic fieldshence, helical particle trajectories along with different types of drift motions
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are introduced. These charged particles in a complex magnetic field configurations are still not confined entirely. Every now and then, a few particles
manage to escape the magnetic trap and hit the vacuum vessel walls to dump
all the energy they possess, resulting in wall damage due to sputtering, erosion
etc. Also, various types of gradients (density, temperature, electric field) arise
due to the complex motion of particles, leading to several types of instabilities
which cause plasma to die suddenly- thus hampering the energy production.

1.2

Edge Plasma Physics

Throughout the years, we have managed to develop diagnostics, models and
simulations to aid our understanding of the core plasma inside a nuclear reactor. Continuous magnetic flux surfaces, density, temperature and electric
potential profiles etc. are determined with almost maximum precision in experiments around the globe. We have arrived at a stage where we can say
that we are able to draw a picture describing plasma behavior in the core of a
machine. The most important, yet the most unexplored region inside a reactor
is the plasma edge- where the plasma meets the first wall of the reactor. Magnetic field terminates in the edge, particles make contact with the limiter, get
trapped into the Scrape Off Layer (SOL) and eventually get dumped in the
vacuum vessel core as useless burnt ash. Inception of divertor has promised to
take care of this problem by suggesting to pump the impurities and ash outside the vacuum vessel to improve the energy production rate of the machine.
Years of research has been employed in designing the materials appropriate to
be used for PFCs and yet, the question remains: What happens at the edge?
A lot of efforts are being put in order to understand the physics of plasma
edge. Variety of diagnostics are being developed and employed to check if
they are capable of providing insight to the unexplored region of the reactor.
The transport of particles as well as impurities under the effect of complex
magnetic and electric fields is understood to be playing an anchoring role in
low the energy confinement times and diagnostics like various types of probes,
active and passive spectroscopy, reflectometry, tomography etc. have been
used to unfold the underlying physics of transport all over the vacuum vessel
of a reactor, but special attention must be given to the edge region.

1.3

Motivation for this work

Neutral atomic beams have been used around the globe for fusion experimentsnot only for fuelling purposes but also for characterization of the plasmas. The
biggest advantage is the fact that unlike probes, which perturb the plasma by
formation of sheath- and hence, probably modify the parameters one would
like to measure, the neutral and atomic beams can provide the information
without perturbing the plasma considerably. Also, the probes and passive
spectroscopic methods as well as laser scattering methos have shown serious

10
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shorcomings in terms of spatial resolution and applicability [5]. Due to the fact
that the injected diagnostic beam atoms are relatively cold with comparison to
the surrounding plasma, the region of penetration of the beam before its atoms
are ionized is largely around the edge of the device. The depth of penetration
can be enhanced by increasing the speed of injection of the beam into the
plasma- thus increasing the operational regime of the diagnostic.
The idea to use the atomic beams for edge plasma diagnostics was first used
by Schweer[6] at TEXTOR. During the initial years, Lithium beams were used
[7] but as the time passed, research has shifted and focused on using Helium
for such purposes. A He beam diagnostic has been installed by Tabares el
al.[8] and used for edge electron density and temperature measurements [9]. A
realization that the same diagnostic can be used for edge ion temperature measurements and also, validation of plasma rotation and estimation of rotational
velocity as well the direction led to proposal of this work. The original idea,
however, was to add another specie with higher Z in the beam (e.g. Neon) to
solely compare the rate of thermalization of Helium and the other to determine
velocity and direction of plasma rotation. Plasma rotation has been conceived
as a possible solution to tackle the energy and particle transport problem in
magnetic confinement reactors. Substantial research has been carried out to
understand the origin and sustainability of zonal flows, which help us reduce
the radial transport of particles, eventually increasing the energy confinement
time τE .

1.4

Objective

All the Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) methods are heavily reliant on the
quality of calibration. A new method was suggested by Tabares et al.[1] to
evaluate Ti , where the dependence on calibration was removed due to the fact
that one has use a ratio of the background intensity to the line intensity. While
the method was proposed, no experiments were available due to the lack of a
proper experimental set-up. However, the set-up required to use this method
is not very sophisticated, and hence it can be used for routine measurements
alongside specific sophisticated experiments. The prime objective of this work
was to test the proposed method to measure Ti and vrot as discussed in [1] and
verify the results with other diagnostics as well as simulations.

1.5

Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is divided in 5 chapters. Chapter 1 contains general overview about
nuclear fusion, chapter 2 consists of important theoretical background, chapter 3 covers experimental set-up and methods, followed by chapter 4 with results and observations. The final chapter includes conclusions and also, some
amendments that can be made for future work in order to exploit the method
to its maximum.

Chapter 2
Theoretical Aspects
This chapter contains sections where the relavant theoretical background has
been discussed along with the citations of accompanying literature. Beginning
with basics of atomic beam diagnostics, the chapter moves towards specific
discussion about Helium beam and BES with Helium. The core of He BESthe Collisional Radiative (CR) model is introduced briefly which is followed
by scopes and applications of He beam- with edge impurity transport studies
being the most lucrative among all. A detailed discussion of the model used
in this work is also made.

2.1

Atomic Beam Diagnostics

Every measurement is vulnerable to perturbation caused by the process of
measurement. Machine and human errors add to such degradation of measurement, out of which, human errors can be avoided fully and machine errors
can be corrected provided we have enough data to make statistical corrections.
Plasma is an even more sensitive environment due to presence of dynamic electromagnetic fields and their interactions with charges. It becomes essential to
extract information about the characteristics of the system without drastically
effecting the system. Several types of diagnostics have been developed and
employed in order to achieve this goal but not all of them fully reveal the
information we desire without considerably disturbing the system. Langmuir
Probes can only be used in the edge region of an experimental device due to
extremely high core temperatures, readily capable of melting the probe tip. As
a better alternative, atomic beams have been used for plasma diagnostics. It
facilitates the user with capability to probe deeper regions of a device without
significantly perturbing the quiscent plasma. Also, one can get rid of impurity
introduction due to probe tip melting by using atomic beams of the same gas
or can study explicitly the transport of impurities by injecting atoms different
to the fuel. Hutchinson[10], Goldston[11], Wesson[12] etc. provide very basic
idea about the fundamentals of atomic beams.
Schweer and Hintz[6] brought the prospect into practice by designing an
atomic beam diagnostic at FZ-Jülich, Germany for TEXTOR. The paper ex11
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plains underlying atomic physics with applications by means of Li and He
beams.

2.2

Supersonic Beam

The article by Hintz[7] discusses the need of several different type of atomic
beams required for different purposes. The success of the method relies on the
fact that the excited state has a relatively smaller relaxation time compared
to the time these excited particles are under observation. So, logically one
should choose very small velocities for the beam particles but the lower the
velocity, the lower the kinetic velocity and hence the lower the temperature.
Laws of thermodynamics say that if the difference of temperature between two
interacting objects is huge, equilibrium is attained very fast. So, the slower
beam would get thermalized very quickly once it enters a hot plasma. On the
other end, if the beam atoms are moving at higher velocities, the corresponding
temperature is higher and thus, the rate of thermalization would be slower. In
other words, the beam can penetrate deeper inside the plasma. Listed below
are some other reasons to employ a supersonic He beam.
1. Due to insufficient beam penetration at low beam velocities and background radiation due to a comparatively large total influx of Helium, the
He beam suffers a large beam divergence. The larger the beam divergence, the poorer the accuracy of the measurement.
2. The modulation of supersonic beam results in an improved signal to noise
ratio- a parameter any experimentalist would want to optimize.
3. A low divergence supersonic beam reduces the influx of Helium, which
in turn decreases the purturbing effect of He-gas, aiding in fluctuation
measurements.
Tabarés et al.[13] employed a supersonic He beam at TJ-IU torsatron, thus
beginning a series of experiments and publications with He beam at National
Fusion Laboratory, CIEMAT. All the technical and scientific details about the
supersonic beam at CIEMAT are mentioned in [14, 9, 8, 15, 16]. This literature
is very useful to get acquainted with the beam set-up at CIEMAT.

2.3

Helium Beam Emission Spectroscopy- He
BES

The name of the method contains the essence of the underlying principles. In
simple words, one can understand that there will be an atomic beam, which
will emit some radiation due to some scientific phenomena and this emitted
radiation should contain the signature of the phenomena- hence enabling us
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to understand what is causing this emittance. This is a very crude definition,
though. Going a little bit in depth, the atoms of the beam go through several
excitations, de-excitation, ionization, recombination etc. processes and as a
result some radiation which is charecteristic of the process involved is emitted.
The emitted radiation is recoreded through some detector and converted to
electronic signal, which on further scientific processing unravels the underlying physics. This is Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) in a nutshell. The
penetration depth is solely dependent on the ionization potential of the gas
injected and also, the velocity at which the gas is injected. Usually, only low Z
elements are used for such BES applications because the high Z elements can
significantly reduce the plasma temperature and instigate instabilities.
The intensity of line radiation in optically thin plasmas is given by [17]
ij =

hνij
ni Aij
4π

(2.1)

where ni is the population density of the excited state i with Einstein coefficient
Aij for spontaneous emission to the state j. Energy for this transition is hνij
where the frequency is νij . When integrated over the line of sight, we get the
measured line intensity
Z
hνij
ni Aij dl
(2.2)
I=
4π
The population of excited states is smaller in comparison to ground state
n1 in most cases and therefore, the density of injected atoms nbeam ∼ n1 and
ni  n1 . Consequently, higher states are only populated by electron collisions
and the depopulation occurs mainly by means of radiative transitions in lower
states. To calculate thepopulation of the excited levels, a time dependent
differential equation of a Collisional Radiative (CR) model as funtion of plasma
parameter is solved. The CR model is described in the proceeding section.
At TJ-II, a supersonic beam of Helium is used for edge plasma diagnostics.
The main idea is to be able to measure the electron temperature and density
with high precision and good spatial as well as temporal resolution. As per
Schweer et al.[6], the supersonic beam could be used for several other purposes
like edge impurity transport through plasma rotation. However, Fujimoto[18]
had laid the foundations for using He beam for edge plasma diagnostics with
his experiments with positive plasma column and calculations. Goto[19] had
reproduced similar results two decades after, proving the method to be accurate.

2.4

Collisional Radiative Model

The knowledge of atomic data is the most important factor in success of atomic
beam diagnostics. The collision cross-sections and oscillator strengths for radiation processes must be known considerably well in order to process the data
to unfold information. The operational range of ne in fusion plasmas require

14
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a model other than wastly used corona equilibrium model. One such model,
quite popular among the researchers is the Collisional Radiative (CR) model.
In a nutshell, the CR model is a model defined on time evoution of population
density n(p) of a level p, described by a differential equation. As mentioned
above, atomic processes like spontaneous transition, electron impact excitation, de-excitation and ionization, recombination (three-body, radiative and
dielectronic) etc. are all included in the differential equation. The magnetic
fields for plasma confinement also affect aforementioned atomic processes and
hence, the singlet-Triplet wavefunction mixing, caused due to the spin orbit
interaction is also included in the model. Resultant rate coeficcients are computed using the most recent cross section data. The article from Goto[19]
provides valuable insight and could be considered as a fundamental reference.
Following is a model equation for population density evolution as mention
above[17]
X
X
∂ni
=+
hσe,ji vi ne nj −
hσp,ij vi ne ni
∂t
j,j6=i
j,j6=i
X
X
+
hσp,ji vi nion nj −
hσp,ij vi nion ni
j,j6=i

+

X
j,j<i

j,j6=i

Aji nj −

X

Aij ni − hσe→ion,i vi ne ni

j,j<i

− hσp→ion,i vi nion ni − hσcx,i vi nion ni

(2.3)

where the positive terms represent gain and negetive terms represent loss,
ne , nion = density of electrons and ions, ni , nj = population density of the
states i and j, hσe,ij vi, hσe,ij vi = rate coefficients for electron and ion impact
excitation from state i to j, Aij = transition probability for spontaneous emission from state i to j, hσe→ion,i vi, hσe→ion,i vi = rate coefficients for electron
and ion impact ionisation and hσcx,i vi = rate coefficients for charge exchange.
The CR model is one of the very reliable models according to Goto[19]
and it will not be an exaggeration to say that with the help of it, the He
BES diagnostic has grown by leaps and bounds. Fujimoto[20] constructed a
code for a CR model for Helium to apply it for positive column glow discharge
type of plasmas. Brix[21] provides an in depth understanding of the whole
model. The code uses the available reaction cross-section data for any and all
sorts of atomic ractions for a gas, accompanied with plasma parameters of the
surrounding plasma to compute line intensities and other valuable parameters.

2.5

Profiles of Electron Temperature and DensityThe Line Ratio Method

Hintz[7] pioneered the use of atomic beams for determination of ne and Te
profiles at TEXTOR. Schweer[6] with the help of Hintz continued the development of the techniques with implementing their ideas for improvement of the
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diagnostics and focusing exclusively on determining the ne and Te profiles in
the plasma edge region. The use of supersonic He beam at TJ-II for deduction
of ne and Te profiles is explained in Hidalgo et al [9] in depth.
Davies[22] have used a thermal He beam diagnostic to determine 2-D profiles of ne and Te at JET and interestingly enough, using the same excitation
lines of He-I as used in the present work. Application of the He beam in different device configurations as well as using different He-I excitations is mentioned
in [23, 24, 25, 26]. Collis[27] used the beam to measure the ne and Te profiles along the whole line of sight with a pulsed supersonic beam described in
Andruczyk[28] using ratios of the line intensities of He other than the ones
used in this work.
Brañas[16] used Li beam for ne profiles at TJ-II until the walls of the devices were coated with Li. Li coating is done on the device walls to prevent
the contamination of plasma by means of sputtering and other PWI processes.
However, the coating would introduce a large background of Li, eventually
leading to decreasing the resolution of the diagnostic significantly. As a result, He beam was designed and employed due to the better precision in Li
background.
Equation 2.2 can also be written as [26],
1
ni Aij V ΩT η
(2.4)
4π
with V being the plasma volume, Ω the solid angle covered by the collection
optics and T and λ are the detector sensitivity and quantum efficiency of the
detector system for the corresponding wavelength of the transition. Hence, for
two lines, the ratio can be given as:
Iij =

ni Aij V ΩT η
1 ni Aij
Iij
=
=
Ipq
np Apq V ΩT η
K np Apq

(2.5)

where K is the effective calibration factor- essentially the ratio of the response
of the detector system to the different wavelengths.
As discussed extensively by Schweer[17], the ratio of transitions at 667
nm (21 P − 31 D) and 728 nm (21 P − 31 S) is most sensitive to ne and shows
a very weak dependence on Te . The converse dependence is shown by the
ratio of transitions at 728 nm and 706 nm (23 P − 33 S), and hence, is used
for Te determination. For Ti reconstruction, the ratio of a He+ line at 468.6
nm (42 F7/2 − 32 D5/2 ) to the 667 nm line is used for comparison with the new
method.
Vlainic[29] presented the primary results of the method during his thesis
for FUSION EP. The idea was to determine Ti using the same ratio as used
for ne and Te with the help of a simple model. A zero dimensional continuity
equation for He+ is specified with neglecting recombination processes for He+
and He2+ due to the fact that the Te in the surrounding plasma volume is
higher than 20 eV and in those temperatures, the cross-sections and ratecoefficients for recombination are considerably low. The equation is solved for
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steady state condition and τth is obtained. Using the condition and equations
for thermal equilibrium [30], an expression to evaluate Ti is derived in the same
work. It is noteworthy to point that the method requires an initial value of Ti
to self-consistently evaluate the actual Ti . Later in this chapter, a significantly
independent method is discussed, on which this work is based.

2.6

Ion Temperature: Self Consistent Model

Schweer[6] suggested the possibility to use atomic BES for plasma parameters
(ne and Te ) and used it at TEXTOR. Since then, many other devices have
been facilitated with atomic BES diagnostic for edge plasma. In section 2.4 a
brief mention is given, which will be expanded here.
The main principle underlying the method is simple: The emissivity of
excited species depends on the temperature of surroundings and in plasma
physics, particle density and temperature are directly related. The dependency on factors unknown/immeasurable can be removed by taking ratio of
the two quantities dependent on the same factors. Hence, once the dependency
on such factors is removed, the remaining processed data can reveal the parameters one seeks to evaluate. At TJ-II and many other devices, this method
is used to measure ne and Te at the edge. Experimental work of Schweer et
al.[6, 7], followed by Stangeby[31] using analytical and experimental results
with DITE has been used as a reference for He line ratio method for ne and
Te determination. The Ion temperature (Ti ), however, has posed more difficult questions for reliable evaluation at the edge. The main reason being the
transport of ions at the edge and also, other impurities.
Gúzman[14] used a model to determine local values of Ti at TJ-II using a supersonic He beam. The model, however, was reliant on independent estimation
of Ti due to the fact that the atomic data used in the model for He+ and He0
excitation rates contained high degree of uncertainty. Strong dependence on
quality of calibration also posed considerable trouble. As a result, Tabarés[1]
suggested a new method, independent of such factors. The model assumes that
due to the fact that the background plasma He+ ions are already thermalized,
the locally injected beam ions can be distinguished from the former. Another
assumption that lies at the heart of the model is that all the other transport
phenomena are identical for both the species. Thus, a comparison of both the
signals is related directly to the significantly different loss mechanism for the
cold injected ions- namely thermalization by the surrounding plasma that is
already at a temperature value equal to Ti . As a result, two different particle
balance equation for the background ions and for the beam ions need to be
specified. Also, one should keep in mind that the background ions are hotter
compared to the beam ions owing to the aforementioned explanation.
He+
dHe+
= He0 .ne .hσvi+
iz −
dt
τ

(2.6)
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He+
dHe+
−
= He0 .ne .hσvi0iz − He+ .ne .hσvi+
− He+ .Lth
(2.7)
iz
dt
τ
with hσviiz being the ionization rate constant for neutrals and ions corresponding to superscript 0 and +. For the case of low edge densities, the
contribution from excited states to the effective rate coefficient is negligible
[32] and hence, only ground states must be considered. In addition, a global
loss term is also included which encapsulates all loss mechanisms except ionization. The global loss term is defined in terms of corresponding particle
confinement time τ . It is important to treat thermalization of cold injected
beam ions resulting in the ions escaping along magnetic field lines with necessary attention and thus, the term Lth in the equation for cold ions. Equally
important is to acknowledge the fact that both the equations specified above
do not treat the possible removal of He+ due to any sort of local flux, which
becomes very important if plasma rotation is present significantly in the Last
Closed Flux Surface (LCFS). Even though a high spatial resolution is readily
achievable for beam-injected He ions, line of sight average is performed while
recording the intensity of the background emission in equation 2.6. Therefore, the technique is valid strictly only when the values in equation 2.6 are
evaluated for tangential views near the LCFS.
Solving the equations for steady state with neglecting transport losses, we
arrive at following set of equations:
hσvi0iz
He+
=
He0
hσvi+
iz

(2.8)

ne .hσvi0iz
He+
=
He0
ne .hσvi+
iz + Lth

(2.9)

and for further simplification, we define the He+ /He0 ratios for the background and beam signal as Rb and Ra respectively. Also, ne .hσvi+
iz , the ioniza+
tion rate of He is defined as Liz . Hence, equation 2.8 and 2.9 can be combined
to yield


Rb
−1
(2.10)
Lth = Liz
Ra
Assuming the Spitzer thermalization rate [33] for the ion-ion collisions and
THe+ = 0 for the cold beam injected ions, we define
Lth = ΣK.

p
Aα .nα .Zα2 .Tα−3/2

(2.11)

with K = 1.7798 × 107 eV3/2 kg−1/2 s−1 is a constant including the Coulomb
logarithm and α is for all the species in the plasma edge with typical ion
temperature Tα , charge Zα and atomic mass Aα .
An important detail, which must be highlighted at this point is the fact that
the losses caused by factors different than thermalization processes like plasma
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rotation are excluded implicitly in the aforementioned Ti analysis. On the
contrary, as in most fusion plasmas, significant evidence of edge rotation exists.
For TJ-II plasmas at normalized minor radius up to 0.8, poloidal rotation has
been observed [34, 35]. One can model such a behaviour by means of specifying
a transport equation of ions under the effect of a constant drift. Corresponding
Fokker-Plank equation for the ion density can be given as:
−n
δn
dn
=
− v. + S
(2.12)
dt
τ
δx
with neglecting the diffusive component of He+ losses with respect to other
losses. τ is the confinement time of the ions (assumed equalt to the thermalization time), v is the drift velocity to be measured and S is the source term
for ions, which can be obtained by solving the equation 2.12 for steady state,
which reads:
δn
n
+ v.
(2.13)
τ
δx
When solved for a parabolic spatial distribution along the flux tube, equation 2.13 gives a distorted parabola as an analytical solution with the maxima
located at xM = v.τ . Hence, one can deduce the dominating mechanism for ion
transport provided that the spatial profiles of neutral and ionic He emissions
are available from a tangential or a poloidal view. In this manner independent
evaluatation of Ti (through τth and local edge parameters) and rotational velocity is possible in presence of both kinds of observation geometries. The loss
velocity is given by:
S=

net
vloss
= vth + vrot =

2v
1
+
τ
lLOS

(2.14)

where lLOS represents the length of the line of sight (LOS) of the viewing
chord perpendicular to to the beam propagation direction with the beam being
located on the mid-point of such LOS (see fig. 2.1)
The experimental set-up is discussed in further detail in the following chapter.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic top view of TJ-II observation geometry used for the measurement of the ionic and electronic edge parameters and plasma rotation. The red
dot represents the He beam, which is injected perpendicular to the toroidal plane
from a top window, as displayed in the inset.Reproduced with permission from [cite
RSI]. Copyright 2010 AIP Publishing.
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Chapter 3
The Experiment
3.1

Fusion Reactor Concepts

While introducing why and how of fusion in 1, this part was specifically skipped
to maintain the flow of information.Here we will discuss it in some more detail.
Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF) is a front-runner in the race of various
approaches to achieve nuclear fusion. The other approach, Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) is far far behind MCF.MCF itself has various designs and
concepts of reactors like Z-Pinch, reverse pinch, magnetic mirror devices etc.
but the two concepts having their own pros and cons against each other are
the TOKAMAKs and STELLARATORs. In the following two subsections, we
discuss TOKAMAK and STELLARATOR in brief.

3.1.1

TOKAMAK

The inception of Tokamak occured in Russia at the hands of Soviet scientists
at Kurchatov Institute during 1950s. The name tokamak is an abbreviation
of ”toroidal chamber with magnetic coils” in Russian language. Unbelievable
results were obtained during early days of tokamak in comparison to all other
magnetic devices and hence,the society was convinced about it being the solution for MCF. As a result, it is a main candidate for fusion reactor even after
almost 80 years of research. Consqeuently, the only two devices, which managed to have D-T experiments for fusion research are tokamaks - JET (Joint
European Torus) in Culham, UK and TFTR (Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor)
in Princeton, USA. The decision to make the first joint effort global test reactor also to be a tokamak - ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor) stamps the promise shown by the device. It is predicted that ITER
will have a Q factor of 10, which means that it will produce 10 times the energy
it consumes. Also important is the fact that ITER will be a test reactor and
thus, will not be used for energy production but rather for testing technology
for future commercial reactors.
The tokamak operates on the Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction,
like a transformer. There is a primary winding at the core of the tokamak
21
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and plasma serves as a secondary winding. The change in current (and hence,
magnetic flux) in the primary winding leads to induction of current in the
secondary. Confinement of plasma in the tokamak chamber (known as vacuum vessel) is achieved using a magnetic field configuration which results from
superposition of toroidal field produced by poloidally oriented field coils and
poloidal field produced by the plasma itself. The resultant field configuration is a doughnut shaped with field line going toroidally. With the progress
in research and discoveries of different types of instability mechanisms, additional coils which are toroidally oriented, are introduced to generate a poloidal
magnetic field, mainly for betterposition control.
It is essential to keep changing the current through the core winding in order
to sustain the induced current necessary for poloidal magnetic field. This is
the biggest drawback of a tokamak because the technology to design magnets
capable of handling large change of currents for long time is still non-existent
and thus, it makes the tokamak a transient device- meaning it can only be
operated in a pulsed mode.The amount of energy invested in getting a tokamak
to reach temperatures high enough to be able to fuse D and T demands a long
operation time for efficient energy production and thus, questions the efficiency
of tokamak.

3.1.2

STELLARATOR

The concept of Stellarator was introduced by Lyman Spitzer in 1951. The
reason behind naming the device Stellarator was the fact that stars are fueled
by nuclear fusion and Latin for star is Stella. The main difference between
tokamaks and stellarators is the absence of core/primary winding in stellarator. The magnetic field configuration is achieved solely by using modularly
designed field coils-which results in an advantage of making it possible to run
the machine for long hours continuously. This advantage brings the full 3D
space into the physics picture of stellarator in contrast to tokamaks where
there is a symmetry axis about primary. It is more difficult to simulate several phenomena in a stellarator 3-D geometry as opposed to a tokamak 2-D
geometry. Due to the overwhelming response received by tokamaks in 1950s,
stellarator research was stopped until late 1970s, when the realization about
the confinement loss due to transport was discovered. As a result, the stellarators are not as advanced as tokamaks but are catching up fast and are seen as
an alternative to tokamaks for commercial fusion reactors should tokamak be
not as successful as predicted by scientists.
A stellarator can be designed in several different ways and so far, following
are the designs considered across the globe for research.
1. Racetrack Stellarator: Magnetic field shaped as a horizontal numeric
digit 8
2. Classical Stellarator: Circular magnetic field
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3. Torsatron: A continuous helical shaped coil produces the magnetic field
4. Heliotron: Contains poloidal and helical field coils
5. Heliac: Different from all the above mentioned concepts. The magnetic
axis traces a helical line
6. Helias: These are the most advanced in the family of stellarators. Magnetic field coils are twisted and hence, only one set of megnetic field coils
generates poloidal and toroidal field components.
The National Fusion Laboratory at CIEMAT has a stellarator, which has
been used for this project. Detailed information about the device follows in
the proceeding section.

3.2

TJ-II

TJ-II is a stellarator device located at the National Fusion Laboratory at
CIEMAT, Madrid in Spain. It is a medium size flexible heliac designed by
scientists as CIEMAT with help from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
of USA and the Institut für Plasmaphysik (IPP Garching, Germany). The
device is operational since 1997 and has been contributing significantly in the
stellarator research. The device is unique in its own way because of the features
listed below [36].
1. Helically varying magnetic axis
2. High beta operation made possible due to very favorable magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) characteristics
3. Beam shaped plasma cross-section
4. Flexible magnetic configurations
Here emphasis must be given to the flexibility, which arises due to the fact
that the rotational transform ι can be varied from 0.9 to 2.5 as well as the
magnetic well from -1 to 6% with possibility to change the plasma volume
from 0.6 to 1.1 m3 [37]. To add to the positives, it is a low shear device with
a period of four with major radius R = 1:5 m, minor radius a ≤ 0.22 m and
toroidal magnetic field B ≤ 1.2 T.
Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the various magnetic coils used in TJ-II
for production of the aforementioned beam shaped plasma. The central coils
create the dipole field and are supported by the toroidal field coil for bending
the overall field structure and also, to introduce periodicity. The vertical field
coils are used for the horizontal plasma position control during operation. The
helical coils are used to shape the plasma like a bean. In addition, there are
transformer coils for induction of plasma current and radial coils for controlling
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Figure 3.1: TJ-II magnetic coils structure

vertical plasma position. The coils are made from Copper and hence, even
after employment of water cooling, the discharge length and frequency are
limited due to coil heating. The usual discharge length for TJ-II discharges
is 0.25 s and there can be a discharge every 8 minutes. Another important
point to note here is the magnetic configurations used during discharges. It is
normally represented as a set of three numbers (e.g. 100-44-64, standard) and
these numbers are the individual currents in hectoAmpere passing through the
central, helical and vertical field coils respectively.
Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) as well as Neutral Beam
Injection (NBI) are the regularly used methods at TJ-II for plasma heating.
For fuelling gas puffing is used preferentially but also, Hydrogen pellets cooled
at 10 K are used as and when required. The ECRH power is generated using
two gyrotrons, each operating at 300 kW and second harmonic with X-mode
polarization corresponding to 53.2 GHz. On and Off axis heating is possible
due to arrangement of a movable antenna. Similarly, Hydrogen beams for NBI
heating can be injected in co and counter configurations. The arrangement is
shown in the figure 3.2
A quick mention about the diagnostics has to be made. There are numerous kinds of diagnostics installed for various purposes. Active diagnostics like HIBP, Langmuir probes, Doppler reflectometer, Thmoson Scattering
etc. accompanied by passive diagnostics like spectroscopy, bolometry, magnetic coils and many more are available for use. As shown in figure 3.2, the
vessel volume is divided in four segments A,B,C and D, with each sector consisting of 8 segments. This type of nomenclature is very useful for assigning
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Figure 3.2: Top view of TJ-II. Various basic beam inlets are shown here. NBI
(red), ECRH (yellow), Heavy Ion Beam Probe-HIBP (green) and Thomson scattering (cyan)

toroidal,poloidal,radial co-ordinates to the observation volume.

3.3

Experimental Set-up

The He beam diagnostics is located in the 8th segment of sector C- hence
termed as C8. C8 corresponds to φ = 355.3◦ . It is used on a regular basis for
determination of edge plasma parameters- namely ne and Te from the He line
ratio method. Three He-I lines corresponding to wavelengths 667.2,706.5 and
728.1 nm are recorded for evaluating the ne and Te profiles. The supersonic
He beam is inserted into the plasma from top with a beam velocity between
1300-1750 m/s with a frequency of upto 200 Hz. The beam emits radiation
at aforementioned wavelengths due to excitation of He-I atoms of the beam,
which is recorded and stored in the TJ-II database. Also, it is important to
mention that the emission of radiation is observed simultaneously at 16 radial
location for each line. Hence, in total 48 signals of He-I lines are stored (16
locations × 3 wavelengths). For the Ti measurement, ionization of He-I to
He-II is important, and the emission line corresponding to the ionization is at
468 nm. So, while the campaign is on for Ti measurement, the interference
filter corresponding to 728 nm is replaced by the one for 468 nm and He-II line
is recorded in the channels corresponding to 728 nm.
In several following subsection, detailed description is provided about the
important components of the experimental set-up.
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Beam Source

Diez-Rojo et al. [38] have reported an extensive characterization of the beam.
At the heart of the beam lies the compact fast-pulsed supersonic beam source
along with a 0.3 mm diameter and skimmer having parabolic profile having
a diameter of 0.5 mm. The distance between nozzle and skimmer is variable
to adjust beam divergence. It is set to be 25 mm for TJ-II applications. The
duration of pulse is 1-2 ms and the He stagnation pressure was kept in the
range of 0-6-1.2 bar. Figure 3.3 represents the diagnostics set-up. The beam
enters the plasma from top with the plasma edge-nozzle distance of 90 cm.
The beam diameter at the observation point is ∼ 3 cm and the influx of He
beam atoms based on the results from Diez-Rojo [38] is < 1011 cm−3 .

Figure 3.3: He beam diagnostic set-up

3.3.2

Detection Geometries

The diagnostic being very versatile, it can be used in several different arrangements. As mentioned previously, it is used routinely for ne and Te measurement
and hence, the default position is for radial detection. For the purpose of this
work, it was used in toroidal detection geometry as well.
Radial Detection
The three He-I lines for routine ne , Te measurements are recorded using a set
of 16-channel photomultiplier arrays (R5900U-20-L16 from HAMAMATSU).
Interference filters with FHWM = 1 nm are used to filter out unwanted radiation. The emission profiles are collected on the arrays by means of a lens
with movable vertical axis to focus on different regions of observation volume.
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The observation volume encapsulates the entire beam width, estimated to be
< 15 mm from laboratory calibrations. The radial resolution is 4 mm from
the object/image ratio. This means that the residence time of the beam in
the observation volume is ∼ 3 µs- enough for equilibration of relevant excited
levels corresponding to ne > 2 × 1012 cm−3 .
The response of individual channels along with effect of vignetting in the
extreme channels was calibrated using a He glow discharge at TJ-II.
Toroidal Detection
The toroidal detection geometry can be set for a fixed value of ρ in order
to attain toroidal profiles of Ti . Basically, the same set of photomultiplier
arrays is used for toroidal detection due to the lack of channels in TJ-II data
acquisition system. Hence only on type of detection geometry can be used
during experiments. The toroidal resolution is ∼ 65 mm along with a radial
resolution of 4 mm. This effects the residence time of beam atoms in the
observation volume, reducing it to ∼ 2.7 µs. Even though the toroidal location
of the set-up is the same as of radial location, the line of sight for both the
set-up is different (see fig. 3.3). Still, the observation volume for both the
detection geometries happen to overlap owing to the precise alignment of the
apparatus using laser.

Figure 3.4: Different observational geometries

All the signals detected by the arrays are passed through a set of preamplifiers to the PCI Extentions for Instrumentation (PXI) cards at a sampling
rate of 100 kilosample/s.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
In depth analysis and obtained results are discussed with apt physical arguments is presented in this chapter. Several experimental campaigns were carried out during the span of the project work and stepwise checks were made
before proceeding further with data analysis. Most important and meaningful
observations with explanations follow.

4.1

Profile Center Check

It is the first and foremost, yet a very crucial step of the analysis. The experimental set-up was modified according to the requirements of the measurements
and hence, it was important to make sure that the starting point of the analysis
is common for all the campaigns. As mentioned in chapter 3, the array of 16
photomultiplier channels is looking over the observation volume. So,ideally it
is desired that the profiles for He-I and He-II are centered at the actual central
pixel- i.e. pixel number 8. It is, however, not the case for all the measurements
and discharge phases. A systematic correction is required to account for it.
It should be noted that the plasma volume under observation is tilted due
to the shape of the device and hence,whenever such a correction is applied,
some information is lost. Also, the checking of centering of profiles makes for
the primary check of presence of plasma rotation owing to the fact that when
switched from ECRH to NBI heating, plasma becomes dense and cools down
a bit along with change in direction of rotation due to the injection geometry
of NBI heating beams.

4.1.1

Toroidal Measurements

In the first campaign, experiments were done to measure the toroidal profile of
Ti at fixed radial locations corresponding to ρ = 0.650, 0.735. The discharges
were made in the month of April, while there was a DT campaign going on
at TJ-II. Magnetic configuration corresponding to ι = 1.65 was used. All the
gas puffing for fueling the plasma was done with Deuterium whereas Hydrogen
29
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was injected in form of the NBI beams. This lead to a strong change in D/H
ratio during the discharge, eventually leading to under/over estimation of Ti .
Figure 4.1 is an example of the toroidal profile of the He-I and He-II atoms
in the observation volume. For comparison purposes, the line intensities are
normalised to 1. Due to movement of the set-up for different detection modes,
the profiles are not always centered at the central pixel of the detector array.
Hence, a basic check was applied to estimate and confirm the toroidal shift in
the profiles. During the measurements, the interference filters were swapped
between the arrays detecting He-I and He-II. The comparison not only confirmed that the He-II profiles were wel centered, but it also revealed that there
is strong detector response factor present (∼ 3 − 4) in the measurements of
the two lines. Hence, apt correction was applied to account for the sensitivity
issue.
Profile centering, ECRH phase, t = 1082 ms

Normalized Intensity

1

configuration1
configuration2

0.8

0.6

0.4
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22

24
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Figure 4.1: Pixel mismatch for two shots, He-I profiles

As it is clearly evident, fitting a parabola to the toroidal profiles of HeI clearly indicates that the profiles are not well centerd. To account for it,
manual correction of ∼ 3 pixels was applied to the profiles. This lead to loss
of some data in the far edge region of the toroidal profile.

4.1.2

Appearance of Plasma Rotation

A very primal check for plasma rotation was carried out by observing the shift
of He-II profiles during the ECRH and NBI phase of discharges. Fig. 4.2
represents a visual comparison of the shift of He-II profiles. In the figure, 667
represents the line corresponding to He-I transition whereas 728 corresponds
to He-II transition.
As we can see, the profile for He-II is shifted to the left of the center by
approximately 2 pixels during the NBI phase. The injection of NBI1 beam was
in the co-direction but the ions respond by moving in counter-direction. This
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#44532, He-II profile
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Figure 4.2: Evidence of plasma rotation

result confirms that indeed using the ratios of lie intensities, rotation veloctiy
of the plasma can be measured, which is discussed later in the chapter.

4.2

Toroidal profiles of Ion Temperature

Several discharges were made for measurment of the toroidal profile of Ti .
However, a lot of discharges were not very useful due to failure of various
data acquisition system failures. It is important to have the data in all the 16
channels of both He-I and He-II detector array, which was not the case in all
the discharges. Also, it is important to match the H-α, ne and Te profiles from
the reference discharge prior to using the ne and Te values for Ti reconstruction.
Cases of ECRH and NBI plasma are discussed in following subsections.

4.2.1

ECRH Plasma

Discharges made on 18th April, 2017 contained both ECRH and NBI plasma.
The ECRH plasma was produced during the initial 100 ms of the discharge
length. Both the gyrotrons were used to heat up the plasma using electron
cycltron resonance heating. A total of 4 He beam pulses were injected for
Ti measurement during the entire duration of ECRH phase of the discharge.
Discharge # 43810 was used as reference for Hα, ne and Te profiles matching.Owing to the fact that the two discharges were not made on the same
day, the parameters are not exactly identical. Yet, TJ-II being a stellarator,
plasmas are easily reproducible as compared to a tokamak. Typical ne and Te
profiles of the reference discharge are shown in fig. 4.3. The density values
range from 8 × 1012 to 8 × 1011 cm−3 and the temperature values are in the
range of 150-50 eV. The higher the value of ρ, the farther we are from the core.
Using the profiles shown in fig. 4.3, Ti values were reconstructed using both
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Figure 4.3: Reference profiles for ECRH phase, shot # 43810

the Line Ratio (LR) and newly proposed method as discussed in chapter 2. The
toroidal profile of Ti for discharge # 44532 are presented in the figure below.
It is important to mention here that for the values of ne < 2 × 1012 cm−3 ,
the reconstructed Ti values are not reliable because for the value of ne , the
corresponding lifetime of the He-I triplet at 706 nm takes more time to fully
thermalize than the residence time of the plasma in the observation volume.
As a result, the Te profiles reconstructed from the CR model are overestimated.
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#44532, ECRH phase, t=1157 ms
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Figure 4.4: Ion Temperature profile comparison during ECRH phase of the discharge

Toroidal profile of the ECRH plasma for shot # 44532 is shown in fig. 4.4.
Theoretically, the NF method is expected to be more reliable due to the fact
that the ratios of background and line intensities leads to the reconstrcution of
Ti values because all the calibration and sensitivity dependencies are removed
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while the ratio is taken. The LR method is vulnurable to errors of calibration as
well as uncertainties in the atomic data, which is generated by the CR model.
The outcome, however, is not in agreement with the expectations. The Ti
values obtained using the line ratio method are closer to the vaues obtained
by the Charge Exchange Neutral Particla Analyser (CXNPA) at ciemat [39].
The average value of Ti at ρ = 0.65 during the ECRH phase of the discharge as
given by NPA is ∼ 90 eV. As can be seen in the figure, the values obained by
using the LR method are a factor of 3 lower, while the values for NF method
are a factor of 6 lower.
There are sevral reasons which might be causing this underestimation of
the Ti values. First of all, the fuel gas! The reference discharge was made using
Hydrogen as the fuel gas whereas the discharge used for Ti reconstruction was
made using Deuterium. Vlainic [29] has discussed the isotope effect for his
measurements and also, for NPA, the isotope effect plays a role. The other
reason could also be the fact that He is not the only element which to have
a radiative transition at 468 nm. Tungsten, Berilyium, Carbon and Nitrogen
also emit in the range of 468 ± 1 nm. Hence, the efficiency of centering the
wavelength of the interference filter could also be a reason for overestimation of
He-II intensities (both peak and background) due to the presence of impurities.

4.2.2

NBI Plasma

For the same discharge, the NBI heating was employed during the later half
of the discharge duration. NBI1 heating beam was injected in the co-direction
at the time instance of 1160 ms for a duration of 100 ms. Similar to the case
of ECRH plasma, four He beam pulses were detected during the NBI phase.
Same discharge (shot # 43810) was used as a reference of H-α, ne and Te
profiles. In fig. 4.5, the typical radial profiles of ne and Te are shown.
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Figure 4.5: Reference profiles for NBI phase, shot # 43810

The values of ne lie between 1 × 1013 to 2 × 1012 cm−3 and the temperature
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values are in the range of 130-40 eV. Corresponding toroidal profile of Ti is
shown in fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Ion Temperature profile comparison during NBI phase of the discharge

Here as well, it is clearly visible that the values recontsructed are lower
by a factor of ∼ 6 for the NF method and a factor of ∼ 8 for the line ratio
method. The average Ti value from the NPA diagnostic is ∼ 100 eV, owing
to the fact that NBI heats ions more effectively in addition to the heating of
ion due to electron ion collisions. Hence, it is expected that the Ti should be
higher in the NBI phase of the discharge compared to the ECRH phase. The
LR method returns a totally opposite trend, showing that the temperature is
going down. The NF method, on the other hand, goes towards showing an
increased value of Ti even though the increment is of the order of a few eV.
Also, the NPA diagnostic is more reliable for the core measurements and not
towards the edge.

Figure 4.7: Concentration of Hydrogen and Deuterium during the discharge [41]

4.2 Toroidal profiles of Ion Temperature
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The TJ-II NBI plasma is much more difficult to diagnose in comparison to
the ECRH plasma due to the fact that the NBI uses Hydrogen gas. Hence, for
a Deuterium discharge, the concentration of Deuterium as well as Hydrogen
becomes almost equal during the NBI phase as confirmed by NPA [40](see fig.
4.7). This increment in Hydrogen concentration enhances the isotope effect as
well as brings about a new question whether we are measuring the temperature
of Deuteron or Proton. In several other discharges that were analysed, the fuel
gas was mixture of Deuterium and Helium, making it practically impossible
to continue analysis due to the lack of reference discharges for matching the
H-α, ne and Te profiles. The mass affects the collisional frequency, which in
turn is reflected in thermalization time and as a result Ion temperature is also
different.
Another reason which could affect the obtained values is the tilted crosssection of plasma in the observation volume (see fig. 4.8). For toroidal profile
measurments, it is really important to have precise ne and Te values for the
given ρ but as we can see, the tilt in the plasma volume under observation
means that some pixels are looking at one value of ρ and some are at a different
ρ.

Figure 4.8: Tilted observation geometry for toroidal profile measurement at C8
sector

Unfortunately, no reference discharges were available to analyse for shots
corresponding to ρ = 0.73.
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4.3

Radial profiles of Ion Temperature

For the radial profiles, an experimental campaign was carried out on 29th June
2017. To avoid the hassle of finding reference dicharges for matching the H-α,
ne and Te profiles, several discharges using the normal He beam were made
before beginning the campaign for Ti measurement. The results for ECRH
and NBI plasma are described in the following subsections.

4.3.1

ECRH Plasma

Figure 4.9 represents a typical radial profile for reference discharge # 45779.
The density values go from 8.9 × 1012 to 1.2 × 1012 cm−3 and Te ranges from
150-40 eV for ρ = 0.65 − 0.98.

ne x 1011 (cm-3), Te (eV)
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Figure 4.9: Reference profiles for ECRH phase, shot # 45779

Here as well, the values obtained corresponding to ne < 2 × 1012 cm−3
are not taken into account and hence, we have 9 points in the radial profilecorresponding to interior plasma volume (ρ < 0.85).
As we can see in fig. 4.10, the Ti values corresponding to the 3rd He beam
pulse in the ECRH phase are plotted as a function of ρ. The values obtained
from the NPA lie in the range Ti = 95 ± 5 eV for the core ECRH plasma.
The values obtained from the LR method are a factor of ∼ 2 lower than the
NPA values and the NF method leads to underestimation of values by a factor
of ∼ 3 for internal radial locations. However, the Line Ratio method shows
a decrease with increment in ρ as the higher the ρ, the farther we are from
the core, hence a decrement in the Ti values is expected. The NF method
also follows the trend. As we reach closer to the edge (ρ > 0.8), the Ti values
obtained from LR method are higher than the values obtained by passive
Doppler spectroscopy, which fall in the range 25 ± 5 eV [42]. The NF method
shows agreement with the results of passive Doppler spectroscopy, confirming
the method to be useful in the edge region.

4.3 Radial profiles of Ion Temperature
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Figure 4.10: Radial profile of Ti values for for ECRH plasma

4.3.2

NBI Plasma

The NBI plasma for the campaign attained line averaged ne values up to
4.2 × 1013 cm−3 . Due to the saturation problem of PMT at 700 V bias voltage,
several shots were not usable for the reconstruction of Ti for the NBI plasma.
However, reduction of the bias voltage to 600 V was sufficient to resolve the
saturation problem of the PMT. However, a factor of ∼ 4 was observed when
intensity of the He-II signals were compared for bias voltages and hence, the
difference in intensities was compensated manually by multiplying all the signals of He-II by this factor for the LR method analysis. As mentioned earlier,
the NF method is independent of all such factors. Discharge number 45786 was
used for the analysis of NBI plasma using reference of an older discharge (shot
# 44172) for electron density and temperature as well as H-α profile matching.
Figure 4.11 shows the typical ne and Te profiles with ne = 7.2×1012 −7.0×1011
cm−3 and Te = 140 − 60 eV over incerasing ρ.
Typical values of Ti from NPA for the NBI plasma for our choice of discharge are 120 ± 10 eV. It is clearly visible in fig. 4.12 that the LR method
underestimates the Ti values by almost a factor of 4 whereas the NF method returns values much closer to the values from NPA. The profiles, however exhibit
different trends amongst themselves. The LR method gives almost flat profile
of Ti values with increment in ρ, whereas the NF method profile exhibits a reversed parabola, with a minima at ρ ∼ 0.75 instead of a monotonic decrement.
The Ti values start to increase again instead of monotonous decrement and for
ρ > 0.8, the Ti values are more than twice of the ECRH plasma (Ti = 60 ± 10
eV). The Ti values which are almost twice the Ti values of ECRH plasma for
the same ρ are also reported in previous measurements [42]. However, the
sudden rise in Ti values for the peripheral ρ requires further investigation.
The reason for such a behavior could be a mistake in the model or the
fact that except for a rare number of shots, it was almost impossible to find
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Figure 4.11: Reference profiles for NBI phase, shot # 44172
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Figure 4.12: Radial profile of Ti values for for NBI plasma

discharges with identical plasma parameters. Both the methods use ne and Te
profiles for reconstructing the Ti profile and hence, it is necessary to have an
ideal discharge for reference. The errors in the LR method could be caused due
to uncertainties in the CR model data as well as due to possible calibration
errors. On the other hand, the NF method was proposed for edge plasma
diagnostics (ρ > 0.88), considering the fact that the deeper the observation
volume inside the plasma, the longer the line of sight and the longer the line
of sight, the more the chord averaged data recorded by the detector. Thus, in
a way, considerable agreement is found even for the measurements made for
ρ < 0.88 but the farther we go from the edge, the poorer the Ti values that
are achieved using the NF method.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The chapter contains conclusions drawn from the results obtained throughout
the duraton of the project. Possibility of the method being useful for detection of plasma rotation, comparison of two different methods for Ti profile
reconstruction and some suggestions for future work are provided.

5.1

Ion Temperature

The diagnostic method is novel but the application of the method would require
a more sophiticated experimental set-up. Ideally, a system where both the
normal He beam for determination of ne and Te profiles and a diagnostic beam
for Ti beams is recorded simultaneously for each discharge is desired. This
is due to the fact that the hassle of matching discharge parameters through
a pile of discharges can be avoided as well as, compromises like different fuel
gas, different trigger time for NBI beams etc. do not cause problems during
reconstruction of the Ti profiles.
Clearly, both the methods discussed in the thesis do not reproduce the
results obtained by NPA in the regions closer to the core. However, the LR
method seems to yield better results in the regions closer to core and far away
from the edge (ρ < 0.8) as compared to the NF method for the toroidal observation geometry. However, the Ti values obtained at the edge of the plasma,
close to the LCFS (ρ > 0.85) using the NF method are close to the ones expected and given by NPA and passive spectroscopy. The NF method yields
better reasults for radial profile measurements- even for ρ < 0.8. The values do
not match other diagnostics exactly, but with anaylsis of more discharges and
improvement in the set-up, it could be achieved. The method was proposed
to be used for only edge Ti measurements and so far with the exception of one
discharge (shot # 45786), the method has not succeeded in yielding reliable
results except for the edge. Also, the operational regime of the method is
dependent on the model, where only the ration of background and intesities
lead to the Ti profiles and it is essential to make sure that the background
intensities correspond to the point of observation. For example, the deeper
we are in the plasma volume, the longer the length of the line of sight. The
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detector detects the integrated signal- like a chord average over line of sight.
As long as we are in the peripheral plasma, we can be sure that the measurements of the line and background intensities are local but in the regions
away from egde and closer to the core, this can not be guaranteed. Eventual
overestimation of background intensities leads to underestimation of Ti values
according to the model described in chapter 2. Hence, unless the method provides extraordinary results in future, it should be considered only for the edge
Ti measurements. Spectroscopic methods are sensitive to the radiation emitted
during atomic excitations and de-excitations. Ideally, the method should yield
excellent results for a pure single species plasma. The contamination from
PWI and concentration of impurities can definitely lead to underestimation
of Ti in case of NF method when there are more than one elements emitting
radiation at the same wevelength scale.
Also, for the edge Ti reconstruction, it is important to have ne ≥ 2 ×
12
10 cm−3 . The CR model does not work for density values lower than that.
The ne and Te profiles used for reconstruction of Ti model are derived using
the CR model and hence, the profiles require to be accurate. The reason of
failure of the CR model for densities less than 2 × 1012 cm−3 is the fact that
for the lower densities, the residence time of the plasma in the observation
volume is much lower than the relaxation time of the He-I triplet state which
leads to the radiative transition. Eventually, this is reflected in form of overestimated Te and Ti values. Also, the uncertainties in the CR model for He+
can subsequently lead to errors in Ti profile reconstruction.
The LR method, as discussed repeatedly in the report, is vulnurable to
the quality of calibration and also, the errors of the atomic data from the CR
model. Overall, the NF method provides considerably better results than the
LR method.

5.2

Plasma Rotation

Clear evidence of plasma rotation is seen when the toroidal profiles of the He
lines are plotted. The He-II peak profile seems to be shifting in a counter
direction as compared to the co direction injection of the NBI beam. ECRH
plasma exhibits a more or less steady non-rotational behaviour. However,
the trend ovserved in the toroidal profile of He-II lines agree with the results
previously reported by Zurro[43]. Further investigation is required to evaluate
the plasma rotation velocity but for starters, the results are promising..

5.3

Future Work

The methods need to be analysed with more of the accurate reference discharges. The experimental set-up could be improved by adding a set of PMT
arrays which allow toroidal, poloidal and radial measurments as well as normal
He beam for ne and Te profile measurements simultaneously.
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